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Institute Distinctiveness

Thirst Area: Quality Technical Education with holistic development

Vision: Transform young aspirant learners towards creativity and professionalism for societal

growth through quality technical education.

In line with the vision statement, the institute is committed to providing quality education to its

students with an urge for continuous development in the teaching-learning process. The local

society faced the problem of quality technical education being more severe than its peers located

in developed cities. Hence, The management of Trust has come out with the plan of providing the

students Quality technical Education with holistic development, which is requisite for finding a

niche in the job market.

The Institution always aspires to help poor and needy students so that they can overcome their

academic hurdles; as an initiative, the college fees can be paid in installments. It also established a

library on the wheel, a BOOK BANK where poor and needy students can avail of free books yearly.

The Institution has a great thrust for rural development along with technical development. As a

result, the students are consistently inspired, providing them a platform for

● Technical skill development,

● Entrepreneurship development,

● Multidisciplinary project development,

● Innovative project development,

● Ethical as well as Human value development.

The institute believes in the philosophy that Innovative Technocrats are everywhere. As a result of

these activities, the institute came up with innovations, patents, and various startups. Herein our

campus, students learn ethics, team building, technical skills, presentation skills, project

management, and financial management. The Institution not only encourages students to

participate but also provides financial support.



The Institution motivates and supports students to participate in National level competitions such

as Smart India Hackathon (SIH), Chhatra Vishwakarma Awards, SAEINDIA BAJA, Go-kart, Efficycle,

Robotics, CSI Competition, etc. Consistent participation and evidence of success prove the

distinctiveness of the Institution across the globe. Some of our notable innovations include the

Smart Onion warehouse, Smart Sugar planter, and Smart seed planter to name a few.

Institute has a fascinating infrastructure and well-furnished and well-equipped laboratories

available for students 24X7. A technologically full-fledged auditorium, spacious classrooms, and a

well-developed central library with thousands of volumes constitute the profound features of the

college. Every department has a separate departmental library. Health point of View, Green Gym

is available on a college campus. The institute has a deep empathy and concern for quality

education and infrastructure. It has taken meaningful initiatives for the students' benefit by

providing a conducive environment for productive and inspiring learning experiences.

The Staff members are well experienced and well qualified. Personal blogs & YouTube channels of

Staff - for easy access to study materials & self-learning activities. Supportive & approachable

Staff - helpful for students to resolve their academic &/ personal queries.

Good hostel facilities for boys and girls. The institute takes all the facilities and cares to create the

study environment in the hostel.

For a conducive learning experience, Campus is Eco-Friendly, such as RO Water, a pollution-free

campus, ample Parking, Flora & Fauna, Solar Systems, and a rainwater harvesting unit contribute

to enhancing the campus experience.

As a result, today institute has become one of the promising engineering institutions in the

vicinity, carrying a rich legacy of more than 19 years under the aegis of Shree Neminath Jain

Brahmacharyashram (SNJB), which is celebrating 95 years and has become synonymous with

quality technical Education. SNJB's Late Sau. K.B.J. College of Engineering students are known to

exhibit unwavering commitment toward their responsibilities upon graduating, owing to the

Institution's emphasis on holistic development. They are intellectually competent and possess

moral uprightness, spiritual inspiration, and social commitment. As a result, wherever they go,

they leave a lasting impact and make a distinct mark of their own.


